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Applications in Engineering, Life and Social Sciences (De Gruyter Reference)De Gruyter, 2019

	Fractional Calculus (FC) has originated in 1695, nearly at the same time as conventional calculus. However, FC attracted limited attention and remained a pure mathematical exercise in spite of the original contributions of important mathematicians,

	physicists and engineers. FC had a rapid development during the last few decades,

	both in...
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Going off the Rails: Global Capital and the Crisis of LegitimacyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In this thought-provoking work, writer and journalist John Plender explores the model of capitalism advocated by English-speaking countries and asks the following pertinent questions:
	Why are developing countries financing the world's richest economy, instead of the other way round?          
	How have the markets come...
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Exploratory Software Testing: Tips, Tricks, Tours, and Techniques to Guide Test DesignAddison Wesley, 2009

	How to Find and Fix the Killer Software Bugs that Evade Conventional Testing 


	 


	In Exploratory Software Testing, renowned software testing expert James Whittaker reveals the real causes of today’s most serious, well-hidden software...
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Agile Java Crafting Code with Test-Driven DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2005
Master Java 5.0 and TDD Together: Build More Robust, Professional Software

Master Java 5.0, object-oriented design, and Test-Driven Development (TDD) by learning them together. Agile Java weaves all three into a single coherent approach to building professional, robust...
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Geek House: 10 Hardware Hacking Projects for Around Home (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
* From the garage to the living room, Geek House provides hackers with 10 PC-based hardware hacking projects that are not for the faint of heart!
    * Taking the DIY mentality to a whole new level, this book teaches techies how to hack, customize, and modify everything-from their sprinkler systems to the temperature of their barbecues
...
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Big Data VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn effective tools and techniques to separate big data into manageable and logical components for efficient data visualization About This Book This unique guide teaches you how to visualize your cluttered, huge amounts of big data with ease It is rich with ample options and solid use cases for big data visualization, and is a must-have book...
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EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and ProcessTechnology (Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook)CRC Press, 2006
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) is a spectacular success in the art of engineering.Over the last quarter of a century, improved tools have raised designers’ productivity by a factor of more than a thousand.

Without EDA,Moore’s law would remain a useless curiosity. Not a single billion-transistor chip could be designed or...
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How We Cooperate: A Theory of Kantian OptimizationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A new theory of how and why we cooperate, drawing from economics, political theory, and philosophy to challenge the conventional wisdom of game theory

		

		Game theory explains competitive behavior by working from the premise that people are self-interested. People don’t just compete, however; they also...
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Support Vector Machines for Pattern Classification (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2005
Support vector machines (SVMs), were originally formulated for two-class classification problems, and have been accepted as a powerful tool for developing pattern classification and function approximations systems. This book provides a unique perspective of the state of the art in SVMs by taking the only approach that focuses on classification...
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Final Cut Express 2 Editing Workshop (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2004
Nonlinear, or digital, editing involves the manipulation of digitized video. Software applications permit the editor to cut, splice, make transitions, and edit film more precisely than was ever possible with conventional film editing techniques. Final Cut Express 2 is an inexpensive version of Apple's Final Cut Pro software, the leading nonlinear...
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Multivariate Public Key Cryptosystems (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Multivariate public key cryptosystems (MPKC) is a fast-developing new area in cryptography. In the past 10 years, MPKC schemes have increasingly been seen as a possible alternative to number theoretic-based cryptosystems such as RSA, as they are generally more efficient in terms of computational effort. As quantum computers are developed, MPKC...
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Computational Intelligence in ControlIGI Global, 2002

	The problem of controlling uncertain dynamic systems, which are subject to external disturbances, uncertainty and sheer complexity is of considerable interest in computer science, Operations Research and Business domains. The application of intelligent systems has been found useful in problems when the process is either difficult to model or...
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